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THE CONTROL OF THE OVARIAN CYCLE IN THE SHEEP

EDITOR AND CO-AUTHOR T. J. ROBINSON

Head of the Department of Animal Husbandry, University of Sydney

This monograph is a report of research by a team in the University of Sydney, under the direction of Professor Robinson. It describes the work which led to the development and testing of a practicable method of controlling the ovarian cycle in ewes, giving accurate control of the time of lambing so that ewes that are producing prime lamb can be induced to lamb four to six weeks before the normal season and time of lambing can be accurately programmed in the breeding season. The work shows that artificial insemination of sheep is now a practical proposition.
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and their agents all over the world
Phosdrin gives you clean crops—fast

If you sometimes get the feeling that every insect in the world is munching away at your crops, they need Phosdrin. Phosdrin cleans any insect pest from any crop within minutes. And it breaks down so fast that in a matter of hours your crop is absolutely free from insect pests, thoroughly clean for the consumer. Versatile Phosdrin can also be added to any other organo-phosphorus insecticide to give a dynamic close-to-harvest boost. For further information about Shell’s remarkable Phosdrin, contact your Shell company or Shell chemicals agent.
CORRIGENDA

The use of biochemical parameters in controlling nutritional state in pregnant ewes, and the effect of undernourishment during pregnancy on lamb birth-weight

BY A. J. F. RUSSELL, J. M. DONEY AND R. L. REID

J. Agric. Sci. 68, 353

Fig. 1. The legends appearing against the vertical axes of the first two diagrams should be transposed.

Comparison of dry and wet feeding of growing pigs

BY R. BRAUDE AND J. G. ROWELL

J. Agric. Sci. 68, 327

The authors regret that in table 3 the legend for columns 3, 4 and 5 should be ‘Water (pints/day)’ instead of ‘Water (pints/lb meal)’.
Coffee's for drinking, not eating
Dieldrin makes the difference

Dieldrin protects the coffee crop from berry-borers and leaf-miners for up to 20 days between applications. In fact, dieldrin is highly effective in protecting other foliage crops as well as coffee from a wide range of insects. Colorado beetle, flea beetle, blossom beetle, fly pests all submit to dieldrin. So do locusts, grasshoppers and termites.

Dieldrin, aldrin and endrin are complementary to each other and stable in the presence of other chemicals. They neither affect germination nor cause taint and their use according to recommendation is completely safe to both applicators and consumers.

For details of approved uses and advice on application contact your Shell company or Shell chemicals agent.
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Editorial Notice

As from volume 70 the following two changes in editorial policy will come into operation:

(1) Summaries of papers will be placed at the beginning of the text immediately under the title and authorship. Authors are requested to submit papers with the summary so placed and in the form of an abstract, avoiding the use of numbered paragraphs.

(2) Editors consider that the Journal should provide the opportunity of publishing short notes if these are based on adequate experimental evidence. Authors are, therefore, invited to submit such short notes 'which should not exceed 1500 words in length or their equivalent. For tabulated matter allow 25 words per line of the table (including headings). For line illustrations allow 225 words per quarter of a page.' The editors intend that these notes should be published with the least possible delay by making special provision for them.